The energies of protodermis have transformed the Toa into the Toa Nuva, more powerful heroes with new masks and new tools. But the change threatens to split the team apart, just as a new threat arises on Mata Nui.

What is the secret of the Toa Nuva symbols of power? Who are the Kal, and why can they leave the heroes of Mata Nui helpless? The Toa Nuva are about to embark on their first great adventure -- and it just may be their last...
PREPARE YOURSELVES! THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE IS ABOUT TO BEGIN!
HA! After our struggles with the Bohrok...

...Defeating these three will be no problem at all!

Think what you like, Gali...

...but you'll have to be faster than that to stop me!

How about this?

Let's see you glide out of a tornado...

DID YOU SAY FASTER?!

On those air katana "wings," Lewa!
NOW, POHATU. MY BROTHER... DIDN'T TURAGA ONEWA EVER TELL YOU?

--YOU ALWAYS HAVE TO WATCH WHERE YOU'RE RUNNING-- ESPECIALLY WHEN ONUA NUVA IS NEAR!

UH-OH.

WHOA!

WHOA!

WHOA!
THAT LEAVES YOU AND I, TAHU NUVA.

NO. THAT ONLY LEAVES ME.

A FIRE CAGE? HOW... AMUSING.

THAT'S ENOUGH TO IMPRISON A MINDLESS RAIH. PERHAPS...
...but not Kopaka Nuva!

You always were a little too confident, Tahu.

Beware, brother... When I turn up the heat, even the Toa of Ice will melt!

Enough! We've learned what we set out to learn.

As Toa Nuva, we have greater power—and greater control over that power—than ever before!

It is a shame we cannot control our tempers as well.
Perhaps we are all on edge, Gali.

The struggle with Cahdok and Gahtok... our transformation into the Toa Nuva...

Not to mention making sure the Bohrok Swarms and Bohrok Va got put to work - repairing the damage they did!

Maybe Tahu and Kopaka did get a little carried away, but...

No...

Gali is right. Maybe it would be best for us to go our separate ways.

Our villages need us - more than we need each other.

I agree. This alliance is no longer necessary.

Maybe the Turaga don't know everything, Gali.

This is a mistake... I can feel it. Please... what if we are needed once more?

The Turaga have said all along that we are six who share one destiny.

Is this how we honor their wisdom - by splitting apart?

If you want me, I'll be helping to rebuild Le-Koro.
“What if some new danger threatens Mata Nui?”

Then we are decided...

Yes, but what if the Toa Nuva should try to interfere?

Can we succeed where the Rahi and the Bohrok swarms have failed?

We can. We must.

The heart of the Toa Nuva’s power lies in their villages. Steal that heart, and they will be unable to stop us.

They do not know we are here. They do not know why.

HSSSSTTTH!

And when they do... it will already be too late.
The island of Mata Nui needed heroes to save it from the darkness...

Those heroes were the six Toa, mighty warriors who defended the island against threats like the Rahi and the Bohrok swarms...

Beyond the doors, the Toa discovered powerful Exo-Toa armor, and something more...

Twin Bahrag, the queens of the swarms...

When they emerged, they were Toa Nuva - with new powers, new tools and new armor!

The Toa were drawn into tubes of protodermis, and changed for all time...

Together, they believe they have the strength and skill to overcome any foe. But they are wrong...
To defeat the Bohrok, the Toa gathered their krana, strange creatures that governed the swarms, and placed them in special niches far below ground...

When all the krana were placed, a great earth tremor cracked open six huge doors...

Powerful and relentless...

The Toa were forced to combine their powers to defeat the Bahrag. But in doing so, they unleashed a new energy...

For this strange cube is the key to their power, and a keeper of secrets... dark and dangerous secrets that may spell final defeat for the Toa Nuva!
Gali, Jai, and Kopaka met the last Toa Nuva of Ta-Koro. They introduced themselves and challenged the Toa Nuva to a test of strength.

Vakama, why are the guards protecting the village from us? I am the Toa Nuva of Ta-Koro!

Gal is wrong. A Toa Nuva can meet any challenge, alone and unaided.

Forgive them, Tahu.

We have our Kanohi and our elemental powers. They are our strength.

They are not yet used to your new appearance...

...or your new power.

Only the enemies of Mata Nui have anything to fear from me.

I may have changed, but my love for my people has not.

In their hearts, all Matoran know this.

Even now, in every village, they gather to celebrate the symbols of the Toa Nuva’s might.

Each village will honor and protect the symbol of its Toa Nuva for all time.
Turaga Nui asks if you are pleased with this tribute to your might.

I am pleased that my people are safe.

As for this...it is only a symbol. It has no power, Matoro.

I will guard it just the same. And it will be here when you return.

Later, on the slopes of Mount Ihu...

I am troubled.

Is Mata Nui in peril once more?

Our new powers are great, but they have driven the Toa Nuva apart. Perhaps that is best, but...

Did someone, or something, know this would happen? A plan for us to split apart?
BACK IN KO-KORO:

ONLY A SYMBOL,' HE SAYS, BUT TO WE MATORAN, IT IS MUCH MORE:

IT IS A REMINDER THAT THE TOA NUVA WILL ALWAYS BE THERE TO PROTECT US.

NO. THEY WILL NOT.

I WILL STOP YOU! I'LL...

WHO...? OH, NO! NO!

I-I'M SO HEAVY. CAN'T STAND...

CAN'T STAND...

CAN'T GET UP. TOO HEAVY...!

BUT YOU CAN'T--

I CAN, MY BROTHERS AND I WILL FIND THE PRIZE WE SEEK...

...AND NEITHER KOPAKA NUVA NOR ANY OTHER WILL STOP US!
ALL SEEMS PEACEFUL... BUT IS IT THE PEACE THAT COMES BEFORE THE AVALANCHE?

THE BRIDGE!

AN ICE SLIDE WILL GET ME SAFELY TO THE GROUND, AND THEN--

?! WHAT'S THIS? MY ICE POWERS--

KRAAAKXX

THEY'RE GONE!
AND WITHOUT THEM, THERE IS NO ESCAPE!

TO BE CONTINUED
Mata Nui is in danger — and only the Matoran can save the day! Dodge traps, solve puzzles, and challenge the most powerful creatures on Mata Nui in this exciting new game for Game Boy Advance™.

The fate of Mata Nui depends on you!

- Challenge the Bahrag, Bohrok, and Rahi!
- Master Matoran throwing disks and elemental powers!
- Play as your favorite Matoran — and get help from wise and powerful Turaga!
- Collect four different power-ups to add health or improve your disc-throwing power!

™, ® Game Boy Color and Game Boy Advance are trademarks of Nintendo.
DO YOU HAVE THE POWER
To master the swarms?

The Bahrag have been defeated, but the Bohrok swarms still exist on Mata Nui! Now under the control of the Toa Nuva, they have been put to work repairing the damage done to the island. But when new danger threatens, the Bohrok swarms become unlikely allies under the leadership of the heroes of Mata Nui. Master the power of the Bohrok before they disappear forever!
BIONICLE by nike

Tahu Nuva...Lewa Nuva...Gali Nuva...Wear The Power.

GET IT AT NIKE/TOWN.COM